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Introduction

Endoscopic Ultrasonography (EUS) in patients with
suspected bile duct stones rules out the presence of stones
in up to 65% of patients, thus preventing unnecessary
Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiography with Endo-
scopic Sphincterotomy (ERC with ES) and its complica-
tions in the majority of cases.1 Increased use of EUS for
ruling out bile duct stones has led to more cases in which
bile duct sludge is detected. Sludge is an ultrasound diag-
nosis usually described as layered, mobile, low-amplitude
echoes without shadowing, representing bile precipitate
out of solution.2,3 In presumed idiopathic pancreatitis the
finding of bile duct sludge is considered an indication to
perform a cholecystectomy.4 The clinical relevance and
significance of detecting bile duct sludge in patients with
suspected bile duct stones is currently unclear. Based on
two retrospective studies including a total of 215 EUS pro-
cedures with positive findings (sludge or stones), bile duct
sludge is estimated to account for 20-25% of the abnor-
malities detected in the CBD in patients with suspected
bile duct lithiasis.5,6
Methods

Aiming for a better estimate of the prevalence of bile
duct sludge at EUS in patients with suspected bile duct
lithiasis, we analyzed all consecutive EUS procedures in
patients with suspected bile duct stones from a large pro-
spectively maintained EUS database from a tertiary refer-
ral center in Montreal, Canada. Cases were stratified
based on serum bilirubin and findings at transabdominal
ultrasound according to the 2010 ASGE criteria into low,
intermediate, and high probability of bile duct stones.7

Pancreatitis and suspected cholangitis cases were
excluded. Linear array EUS was performed by either one
of two experienced endosonographers (SP and AS).
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Results

Between October 2000 and June 2020, 41259 upper
gastrointestinal EUS procedures were performed in
patients >18 years of age, of which 2991 cases were per-
formed for suspected bile duct lithiasis. Overall, bile duct
stones were detected in 403 (13.5%) out of 2991 cases and
sludge was detected in 65 (2.2%) cases. EUS detected bile
duct sludge or stones (positive findings) in 468 cases.
Sludge was detected in 13.8% (65 out of 468) of these
cases. A total of 1511 (51%) patients had low probability,
1265 (42%) patients had intermediate probability, and
215 (7%) patients had high probability of bile duct stones
according to 2010 ASGE criteria. In patients with inter-
mediate or high probability of bile duct stones EUS
detected stones in 349 of 1480 (24%) and sludge in 54 of
1480 (3.6%) of cases (Figure). The prevalence of both bile
duct stones and sludge increases with the estimated prob-
ability.

Discussion

Based on this retrospective analysis of a large, pro-
spectively maintained EUS database, we estimate the
prevalence of bile duct sludge in patients with intermedi-
ate or high probability of bile duct stones to be 3.6%.

Previous estimates of the prevalence of bile duct
sludge ranged from 20%-25% and were calculated using
the number of positive findings at EUS (sludge or stones)
as the denominator in studies with limited numbers of
cases (116 and 99 cases respectively).5,6 In the current
study, sludge was detected in 65 (13.8%) out of 468 cases
with positive findings at EUS.

The larger sample size in comparison to previous stud-
ies and the use of number of cases with intermediate or
high probability of bile duct stones as the denominator
are the main strengths of the data presented, providing a
more solid estimate of the prevalence of bile duct sludge
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Figure. Probability of bile duct stones according to 2010 ASGE criteria and proportion (%) of cases with stones and
sludge at EUS.
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in patients with suspected bile duct lithiasis. Of critical
note, EUS is known to be associated with interobserver
variability.8 In the current study, only two experienced
endosonographers performed all EUS interventions.

Endosonography plays an important role in selecting
patients with suspected bile duct lithiasis for ERC with
ES. Performing EUS in patients with an intermediate or
high probability of bile duct stones may yield bile duct
sludge in 1 out of 25 cases, posing endosonographers the
intriguing and unsolved question whether it is indicated
to proceed to ERC and ES. Further research into the natu-
ral behavior of biliary sludge is needed to guide clinicians
in making the right treatment decision in these patients.

Detecting hyperechoic, dependent, non-shadowing bile
duct content at EUS in patients with suspected bile duct
lithiasis, should prompt the endosonographers to confirm
the diagnosis by repositioning the endoscope to rule out
artifacts. In our practice, we only schedule ERC with ES in
these patients after a thorough pro- and con discussion
with the patient. An endoscopic intervention is scheduled
3-10 days after diagnosis. Prior to this ERC+ ES we sched-
ule a second EUS in the same session to re-confirm the
sludge diagnosis and rule out spontaneous passage.
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